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Forum discusses Persian Gulf crisis
by Chuck Beilstein
Staff Reporter

In a forum sponsored by the
Student Union Monday night, a
panel questioned President
Bush's motives in the Middle
EastandantictpatedfutureUnited
States military action.
The panelists examined the
many levels of support needed
from American citizens and foreign nations LO be successful in
resolving the Gulf Crisis.
Kurt Bernardo, a John Carroll
University alumnus and mechanized infantry commanderin Viemam. told more than 180 students that although Americans
were "sighing a sigh of relief a
year ago" at Russian refonns.
"the world is now facing war."
Bernardo stressed improvements in missile technology with
a film clip showing the destruclion of annored tanks.
"We 'rc not talking about a
little Vietnam thing; · sa1d Bernardo. He believes that footsoldier combat would not play as
importantaroleinany upcoming
show of force.
Exammmg Bush's mouves.
Verghese Chirayath, associatet
professor of sociology at JCU,
said that the President's aims arc
Iraq's withdraw! of lroops from
Kuwait rhe release of Amencan
hostages, and "peace in the area".
Chirayath said these purposes
"seem plausiblc... but fleeting"
since Bush has stated many goals

action on Aug. 2.
"Wc(thc United States) always
have a budgeuo fight a war,"said
John Soper, professor of cconomics at JCU. He said national

Gcnnany do not allow the countries to send thctr annies, but they
have pledged S3 billion and $2
bi lhon, respectively.
Concerning the plausibility of
a combined force lead
the

~·
A faculty panel discusses recent developments in the Persian
Gulfcrisis.
·phooobyM..WhuNcaJy

Umted States. John McBratny,
assistantprofcssorofEnghsh,srud
the anny would be a "consensus"
instead of an alliance. McBratny
said "all hell would break loose"
following an Iraqi attack on Israel,
citing the posstbility that Syna
and other countncs would break
their alliances with us.
The pace at which Bush has
built up military forces in Saudi
Arabia wasanOLherconcernoft.he
panelists.
"[Bush is] moving fast to avoid
eroding popular support," said
Bernardo. He said the United
States was originally "gung-ho"
in the Viemam Conflict, but by
the withdraw! of forces. soldiers•
lives "had been spent like nickels"
for no resolution.
All four panelists expressed
continuedonpageS
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Carroll
proposes
•
plans
by Julie Smith
Asst. News Editor
A new Communications Arts
Center, an extension to Grasselli
library, a dugout for the baseball
field and the re-zoning of restdential homes are just some of the
plans John Carroll Umverslly are
proposing for the future.
On Nov. 26, Rev. Michael
Lavelle, S.J.• JCU president. and
John Reali, vice president of services, presented the master plan to
the University Heights City Council for infonnal approval.
The meeting was infonnative
in nature, and was meant only to
tellt.hecouncilofCarroll'sintentions for the coming year~.

According lO Reali, JCU wiU
fonnall y approach thecity's planning comm ission somct1mc in

or me conunuauoo of economJC Jaouat¥
by Allee Carle
sancuons or Iraq and f'urther 11- petition ror
re-mnmg or two
News Editor
tempts of diplomatic solutions.
houses on Bel vi or. a dugout, and
Those against the bill felt that seating for the baseball field.
The Student Union Senate
force was necessary and accept" his 10 our best imerestto use
defeated a bi11 opposing aggresable under the United Nations. these houses for offices," said
which allows the use of force after Lavelle. "We have no intention of
sive means for the removal of Iraq
from occupied Kuwait last TuesJan 15. Others felt that their sena- using these houses for students.
day.
tors were not fairly representing We want to discourage fraternity
Thcbill,submittedbySUPrcsithe student body.
type houses."
dent Dave Averill, asked for the
"I was dtscouraged by the repAfter the re-zonmg and basecontinuedcnforcementoftheecorcsentation of students by the ball field are approved, Reali said
nomicsanctionscurrentlyimposed
senators," said Averill. "Ifecl that the next consttuction will be a
bythcUnitedNations. ltcalledon
this points to the problem of ac- Communication Arts Center,
President Bush and the internacountability that senators must be which would connect the library
L:S::.:.tn:.:.:c::..:c:....:..:H~u::::
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" _ _ _ _ _ _--.J and the Administration Building.
inda~

ill lution
C(lSIS
and to encourage an equaJ, mternational, unilateral defensive force
to deter further aggression in the
region.
"I wanted to encourage students LO take an active role in
affecting a decision that will in
tum affect them," said Averill. "I
also wanted LO widen the scope of
issu~'s addressed by the Student
Umon to show that we have a
responsibility not only LO be an
administrative body, but also to
be a voice of the students."

om::~o~~~~~:=~~~~:s~~~~;

Two viruses infect JCU
Computers' fl.les lost
by Mana Thomas
Staff Reporter

A virus has struck John Carroll, but it is not an ordinary illness. A computer virus has recently been wreaking havoc on
campus computers.
"Actually. there are two viruses
affecting computers here," said
Ken Brownlie of Computer Services. "One is called 'Stoned' and
the other is called 'Ping Pong Ball."
The viruses ftrStappearedduringthesummer. Acursorbounced
across computer screens like a
"ping pong ball". Because that
was the only symptom, Computer
Services regarded the bouncing

cursor as hannless.
Last week, however, many
students began complaming of
missing files. "The viruses may
have been affecting files much
earlier in the semester. but becauseofthe increased use this past
week, the full effect of the viruses
is being realized," said Kurt Bernardo, microlab manager.
"People are always losing files
so we weren't too concerned at
ftrSl. But we have Ken Brownlie
reconfiguring the computers; reinstalling programs and putting
on software that is supposed to be
vtrus-proof," hesaid. " It's a wait
and see situation right now. We
continued on page 5

The continuing
problems of homelessness

WORLD VIEW
Leaders spectulate about draft
An in-depth
look at JCU's
President

Sports special on
intramurals

computerlabsandstudyarcas.
"None of these projects, other
than the baseball field, are currently funded for," Rcah srud.
The master plan also includes
the eventual closing South Belvior Blvd. to all through traffic.
This closmg would make the front
entrance the only entrance to the
campus. The area where the road
was would be used for "green
space" and possibly additional
tennis courts.
An extension to the library is
also included in the master plan.
An extension to the boiler room in
the RccPlcx. is also provided for
.in the mao;tcr plan. This extension
will serve as storage for servtces.
There arc also plans to add a third
floor to the Science Building.
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Lack of Senate leadership undermines authority
The Student Senate committed parliamentary suicide at the semester's
last Student Union meeting this past Tuesday. At hand was a resolution
presented by David Averill, SU president, that, if passed, would declare
that the John Carroll University Student Union "does not support aggressive means for the removal of Iraq from occupied Kuwait" and calls on
President George Bush to pursue a peaceful solution to the crisis.
The proposed resolution was a bold move on the part of Averill. By
taking a stand on which he believed, in spite of a general sentiment of
suppon for Bush's policies on this campus, he truly demonstrated the leadership he was elected for.
Unfortunately, praise cannot be extended to theStudent Senate. The
Senate failed in its elected responsibilities to represent the Carroll student
body. Debate on the resolution itself was quickly muddied by frequent
comments from several senators, such as the belief that it is "ludicrous" to
think that the Student Senate can come to a consensus and that the Senate
has no authority to speak on behalf of the students.
It is frightful to hear such comments coming from the mouths of those
who supposedly ran for office and were elected for that very reason.
Inherent to the concept of a representative democracy is the belief held by
the constituency that it will elect representatives who will fully discuss
issues at hand, while accomodating for the perspectives of the constituency
that elected them, and then, to come to a decision, a consensus, if by

nothing more than a majority vote.
It is therefore the responsibility of the individual representatives to
maintain a close relationship with their constituency to understand their
thoughts on matters ofimportance. Recognizing the sensitive nature of this
resolution, Averill presented the resolution a week in advance of actual
discussions, which is perhaps unfortunately rare, with the explicit instructions to the senators to fulfill their responsibilites of representation.
Though amongst the pros and cons of debate pertinent lo the resolution
emerged a notion that the Student Senate simply has no authority to speak
on this issue. Such a conception is totftlly and undeniably false. As long
as the senators reflect the opinions of the students at large, which is their
duty, then they have the consentual authority, by nature of this system, to
speak on any topic they wish.
Some parallels to the United States Congress were made during the
meeting. Imagine if the 535 members of Congress questioned their
authority to speak for the 250 million Americans in this country, the
government and nation would be at a loss.
Doubts of the validity of Student Senate by the body itself, in fact, <:asts
a shadow of doubt over every action taken in its name. If this lack of
leadership is the case, then perhaps the senators should resign their offices
and make way for individuals truly willing to discuss and decide matters
in a serious and responsible manner fitting to the office.

SO, UH, WHERE DO I PARK NOW!?!

Student thieves
Although it is quite tempting to
leave the cafeteria wilh a drink
glass in one's hand in order to
quench that thirst on the way to
class or back to the donn, and
Marriou's nice sturdy metal silverware serves better as eating
utensils than hands or Bernie
Schulman's plastic-ware, but
please curtail any kleptomaniac
tendencies.
According to the director of
the dining services, over 1,000
drinking glasses and an e.J~.orbitant
amount of dinnerware is missing
from the cafeteria. Besides showing poor spirit. these dissappear-

ances will translate into higher
meal costs. Please return any
Marriott's dishes, silverware and
glasses lhat may have magically
appeared in your possession.

Alumni gift to
Student Union
The members of the Student
Union can now conduct the business of serving the John Carroll
community even more efficiently
and professionally than they have
in tbe pasL With the generous
loan of a laser printer by the
Alumni Office, SU publications
and corresponde nce will now be
as classy as the student body from
which lhey originate.

Safe computing
saves worries
Remember those carefree days
of indiscriminate, frivilous word
processing? Times have changed
and now lhene is the devasting
computer virus to worry about.
To avoid catching this virus, do
not share disks and try to use new
disks whenever possible. Protect
software by sa.ving often, andinteract with lhe same tenninal if
doing multiple assignments. The
virus can be deadly to files and
programs. l11ere is no cure, so
once the virus is contracted, that
heated night spent computing is
all for nought.
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CN spelling errors are unforgiveable
To the Editor of The Carroll News:
A big thumbs down to The Carroll News.
In your November 15, 1990 issue, I \l.dS highly offended by P.J. Hruschak and
Brian Ballentine's article on the Pacelli Lion. Guys-I agree with what you say but the
should have been named "101 ways to spell Pacelli Hall." How can you be so
... .,.,.,..~~~as to look over those mispellings?! In your article, I found Pacelli spelled:
1. Paceilli (p.1)
2. Pacceli (p.4)
..... The third time is the charm, right? •••
3. Pacelli
It is a sad day when students on campus can't spell the names of the residence
You don' t see Murphy Hall spelled "Merfee" or"Mirfy." Come on guys-we're
in college now!
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SU dance profits help with other programs

Last Friday night. the Student Umon held the 1990 Chrisunas Formal, "A Night to
Remember," at Swingu s Downtown.
We hope the 732 students and admmistration in attendance were treated to an elegant
evening of fmc dining, dancing, and aunosphcre.
We would like to thank everyone who attended and everyone who helped to make the
1990 Christmas Formal such a huge success. especially the Christmas Formal Commiuee
and the administration.
Now that the dance is over, we can accurately report on the price and profit generated
from the event The final profit was S5.236.50, which comes out to a profit ofS I4.3 I per
bid.
The SU works on a tight and relatively small budget
TheS5,236.50 profit will go into the S U general account which, for example, will pay
for the over $3.000 loss on Homecommg or the approximately S6,000 loss incurred for
A very disgusted and insulted Pacelli Hall resident
Welcome Back Week '90, just to name a couple.
In short, the S U exists to serve the students and it incurs both profits and losses in an
Cathy Spicer
auempt to meet the student body's diversified needs.
Student's honest act brings theft problem to light
The SU is committed to providing activities that have and w11l continue to both
improve and enrich campus life.
If you have any suggestions for ways in which we can better serve you, please submit
Dear Editor,
suggestions
to the Student Union office.
I, along with the rest of the bookstore staff, would like to express my gratitude to Chris
Dashner for returning a jacket that he saw two people steal from the bookstore.
Sincerely,
Chris just happened to be walking past at the time these people took it off the rack and
The Student Union Executive Officers
ran out the door .
Instead of ignoring the incident, he ran after them, got the jacket back, and promptly
Commuters grab short end of information stick
returned it to me. I thought it was a very admirable thing to do.
Most people would simply look the other way and figure it was not their problem, but
he went out of his way to help.
Dear Editor,
I doubt many people realize how serious a problem shoplifting is at college bookI am a transfer/commuter student who tries her best to stay informed and who would
stores, and JCU is no exception. In order to compensate for what we lose in stolen also like to sit at the Christma.'\ Fonna\ w1th her friends.
merchandise, we are forced to ra1se our pnces, which hurts everyone.
Un ortunat.ely. my nen · and I w1ll be separaled because ol poor mtormauon
Chris' actions proved to me lhal in IOday's society. where people seem to care only dissemination by die Student Un1011.
about helping themselves, there are still people willing to help others without expecting
I'm speaking specifically of table sign-ups which took place w1thout much advance
anything m return. Once again I would like to thank Chris on behalfof the bookstore staff nouce.
1hke to think that the Student Umon docs an excellent JOb at most of 1ts undcnakmgs,
and myself.
but this particular job was botched. In th•s case. the umes that one would have to s1gn up
for tables at the dance was not pubhc1:t.cd far enough in advance or an enough places.
Diane Shanabruch
Those of us who do not cat in the Rccplcx daily (a saving grace, so I hear). or live in
Knights thank "Santa's helpers"
the dorms need to see this informauon 10 more than just the Recplex and more than just
a few days in advance.
On behalf of the Knights ofColumbus, I would like to acknowledge and thank several
I attribute part of this to the "Commuter Syndrome."
1mponant people who made our annual ChrisunasParty for inner-<:ity children a fantastic
That means that if you live off-campus you mtss out on key information and events
success.
that affect your school and social life.
First of all, the help of our friends at St Agnes parish was crucial to Sunday'sevenL
The Student Union and otherorgan1zauons need to consider this more often when they
Also, several girls from our sororities at JCU willingly volunteered their time all day are planning and publicizing their events.
Sunday.
I would suggest that next year the Student Union inform bid buyers at the time of
Many thanks as well to AntonZuikerandJim Sislo who provided juggling and magic purchase of the times for the sign-ups, and how many can be seated per table.
acts that were a great hit.
Information is already given out about tux rentals and the same practice would help
Finally. I would like to thank Dennis McAndrew. the junior class, Joe Cimperman, immensely with this concern.
and Project Gold for their help. The Knights of Columbus certainly appreciate all you
I would also suggest that posters reminding the students of the dates, times, and the
have done.
place of sign-ups be placed all over campus one week before the actual dales.
Jeffrey Robinson '91
This would benefit those students who don't usually make the trip through lhe
Chrisunas Party Chairperson, K of C
Recplex.
Unfortunately, these suggestions will not help those seniors, like myself, who won't
Dance's music interruption explained
be sitting with their friends this year.
1can only hope that the Student Union will take these suggestions into consideration
Dear Christmas Formal Attendees,
For those of you who lasted until the end of the dance, we would like to explain the and use them in planning next year's dance.
abrubtend to the music. As you know, our CD player stopped playing during three songs
Sincerely,
at the end of the evening.
Lucia Wasserbauer
During what was to be our last song, the power was cut off all together. Knowing by
Communications
'91
that point lhal it couldn' t be our equipment, we were forced to end the dance.
Later we were told by a security guard that he had cut off the power in order to get
everyone out
We hope the inconvenience didn't ruin anyone•s night It was a pleasure playing for
you and we hope you enjoyed the evening up to that point and would consider having us
play again.
Sincerely,
Carol Shumacher
Marcie Rinlta
DJs from Dance Industry

FORUM
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Homelessness presents continuing problems
People must make sustained commitment to finding solutions
homeless, the Comprehensive Homeless Assistance Plan
(CHAP), has been in effect for a year and a half, but the
When I was 13 years old, I visited our nation's capital, homeless problem has continued to grow.
Washington , D.C. - the city where magnificent monuThe decline of affordable rental housing is a major
ments stand and politicians make important decisions con- problem, federal funding for housing has been reduced
cerning public policy, including how much money they 81% and Community Development Block Grant funds by
will spend next year. These were a few things I was 47%. Until now, the Ohio Constitution has prohibited state
expecting to see. But I also saw something else, something and local governments from using public aid to help the
I wasn't expecting. Throughout Washington, homeless homeless, but the vote which helped pass Issue One on
people (or what we commonly caJI bums or bag ladies) Nov. 6 will amend the Ohio Constitution and declare
were wallcing the streets. One street down from the Capi- housing a public purpose in Ohio (as it is in many states).
tol, I saw a man living in a cardboard box. Icouldn 't believe A bright spot does exist amid the despair! But action has
it Washington, D.C. -- a city where wealthy politicians still yet to be taken.
make billion-dollar appropriations on such maue.rs as naThere are four major reasons which cause homelesstional defense, yet a place where you'd think the poor don't ness: lack of educa.tion and job skills, domestic violence,
see a dime. Welcome to our nation's capital.
mental illness, and alcohoVdrug abuse.
Sadly, Cleveland doesn't exactly paint a perfect picture
There are many other causes for homelessness, but
either. According to information from theCuyahogaCounty substance abuse is the most significant. Unfortunately, a
Deparunent of Development, about 10,000 Clevelanders lack ofeffective programs for substance abusers will most
were homeless last year.
likely keep them homeless.
A program created to address the needs of Cleveland's
All these statistics are alarming, but there has been a

By Steve Delchin

recent trend which may really hurt the homeless. According to an article in the Nov. 24 edition of The Plain Dealer,
public sympathy fortheplightofthehomeless is diminishing. People are focusing their attention on other concerns.
This inevitable drop, according to most program directors,
is due to the heavy media coverage during the late 1980's.
It isn't as much of a case of overkill by the media as it is
people focusing their concerns on other problems in their
cities.
But what about the current statistics? They are not
improving. It seems that more people are putting the blame
for homelessness on the homeless themselves. Not too
many people want to think about the homeless problem
anymore. But that isn't going to mak(~ it go away. If
anything, it's going to make it worse. The number of
volunteers at shelters is diminishing, and the amount of
homeless people is increasing.
Some of these people have found a place to live. But.the
man who lives in a cardboard box one street down from the
Capitol doesn 'texactly consider his feeble shelter a dream
house. Who says a man's home is his ca<>tle?

Student calls for introspection, action on war issue
By Cindy Ford
Almost 600,000 United States
troops have been deployed to the

Persian Gulf.
How many more will it lake
~-

_.,..,.. beBI'M

to
undersWJd lheseverity oflheedge

of the cliff we are about to jump
off? .
l am 20 years old and I am not
sure what I want out of life; I am
still piecing together who I am. I
watch the news and I see the troopS
thousands of miles away trying to
survive in an environment they
know nothing about. trying to
defend a nation they do not underStand.
I see their faces on the 1V
screen. Theyareyoungandseemingly unaware of the situation into
which they have been put They
carr'tbeall that different from me.
When they left for the Gulf they
were full of life and its possibilities. Now, each day they spend

there the searing hot sunshine
sucks the life out of their young
faces and hearts.
What are they doing there? Do
they even know? Are they defending oil? Are

....,. .......

ing the sixties, but I do want people
tobeupsetandworriedaboutwhat
will happen to those soldiers. What
is it going to take before my generation takes on the responsibility

i ng a nation

and
its
people? Or
are they just
defending a
president's
pride?
My generation is
faced with the reality nf its own of defending the loss of young
Vietnam and that is frightening. lives?
Yet even scarier is that no one
The deaths have already beseems to be all that concerned for gun. Several soldiers have died in
those children we are calling sol- military practicing and training.
diers.Idonotunderstandthebasic Yet the only people who were
disconcem forpeoplemyownage upset about those few lives were
who will be dying before they the relatives left behind to wonder
why their loved one had died in a
ever really get a chance to live.
ldonotexpectanationofyoung desert far away from home.
adults to rise up and start re-enactI am afraid and ashamed to

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

admit that the only thing that will
start the fire of concern in my
generation is the possibility of a
draft We all will start to be worried about the Gulf crisis when it
becomes a

The pain and scars of Vietnam
are still fresh and alive. Good men
and women were ruined emotionally and physically. I have listened to the stories from my parents' generation. Vietnam has left
qaeldow of a bming hnpact bn everyone that
our own Jives lived through it. I don' t want that
on the pos- to happen to my generation. I don't
sible front want my children asking me "What
line.
happened?"
My generation needs a swift
Tbe possibility of a war kick into reality. We are not
in the Gulf is immortal. We are next in line. Are
fast turning we going to worry now or wait
into a proba- until we are war.ching the coastbility. It is clear li' 'lle that no one line ofour own country fade as we
is going to pull their troops out. head towards the Persian Gulf?
Now it is only amatterofwaitingTo Mr. Bush and my govern-waiting for the inevitable noises ment, I say team from past misof war where there was once just takes before it is too late to stop
quiet sand.
another one from being made.
To my generation I say wake
I am not calling for protests or
flag-burnings. I simply want our up and realize that soon it may be
President to re-examine the Viet- you your family is watching on
nam War before he decides to TV--wondering if they wilt ever
see you again.
begin a new one.
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Montes memorial lecture
honors slain Jesuits
by Maggie McDaniel
A memorial lecture for ?r.
Segundo Montes, S.J., one of l.he
six Jesuits murdered in El Salvador last November, was held at
John Carroll University on
Nov.l6.
Leonard Calabrese, executive
director of the Cleveland Diocesan Commission on Catholic
Community Action, remarked on
the recent history of El Salvador
that led to l.he murders of l.he six
Jesuits, their housekeeper and her
daughter.
"For centuries, people have
been oppressed by unjustgovemmentstructuresandcontinue to be
oppressed and repressed to a degree which borders on unbelievable," said Calabrese.
The United States has been
aiding l.hese governmental structures l.hrough five billion dollars
ofaid in the past ten years, according to Calabrese.
"The government ofEl Salvador deploys a systematic plan financed by U.S. dollars to eliminate all people who speak out on
human rightS violations and l.he
system of unjustice within El
Salvador," Calabrese said.
Calabrese also presented statistics concerning the conditions
in El Salvador. Two-thirds of l.he
people lack water, one-half are
illiterate, 90percentearn only S 100
per year, 50 percent arc unemployed, and 7 of IOchildren go to

bed hungry. Approximately
74,000 civilians have died in l.he
10 years of civil war in El Salvador, according to Calabrese.
Calabrese said all members of
world society need to be aware of
the suffering of the Salvadoran
peopleandextendtheloveofJcsus
to these people through action.
The actions of Rev. Ignatio
Ellacuria, S.J. were discussed by
Rev. Thomas Schubeck. S.J.,
assistant professor of Theology at
JCU. Ellacuria, one of the six
JesuitS killed in El Salvador, was
the president ofCentral American
University. a Jesuit school in San
Salvador.
"Ellacuria led the JesuitS by
discovering the causes of poverty
and uncovering the unjust SIJUCtures within the government. He
led a truly· Christian university
that was dedicated to the service
of the poor and oppressed within
El Salvador," said Schubeck.
"He pursued a peace built on
justice where the solution lay in
negotiation not in fighti ng,"
Schubeck said.
Rev. Segundo Montes, S.J.,
another of the slain Jesuits, inspired the memorial Jecture at
Carroll. Rev. Josepb FiiZplllrick,
S.J. and Fordham University professor, addressed the work of
Montes and recent developments
in favor of the Salvadoran people.
"Montes recognized the need
for a cease-rue and the withdraw
of U.S. aid in El Salvador. He
formed a coalition, the National

Viruses strike
Carroll coiDputers

Debate, to demand a cease-flre
and work for peace," said Fitzpatrick who last visited EJ Salvador
in 1988.
Montes was a sociologist and
philosopher who researched unemployment, land reform, and the
protection of human rightS within
El Salvador.
"As a scholar, he was dedicated to finding l.he sources of
peace and justice. As a teacher, he
desired to inform the cttizcns so
that they could influence public
policy," said Fitzpatrick.
Fitzpatrick outlined two recent developments in the U.S. that
should help the s1tuauon for the
Salvadorans. First, Congress has
granted asylum to Salvadoran
refugees with the right to their
gainful employment in the United
State. Second, Congress has cut
back half of the military aid to be
sent to EJ Salvador.
Fitzpatrick stressed the vitality
and determination of the Jesuits to
keep alive Central American
University even after the brutal
murders.

not known but we would like
think they were not intentional
that it was just on someone'
disk," Bernardo said.
S wdents are tuged to
new disks. The safest com put
ers are in the business lab ( th
highest rate of incidence
been m the RecPie:x).
"Thcsafestl.hingforsruden
to do if l.hey have an infect
d1sk or suspect they do is tog
to Computer Services for help,'
Brownlie added.

continued from page 1
think we have it on the run but we
won'tknowuntilacertainamount
of time has passed."
One way to check for the viruses is to chkdsk (check disk)
which calls up a format to show
how many bytes and files exist. If
l.he computer shows 1024 bad
sectors (or any multiple of 1024)
the disk is most likely infected and
should not be used.
"The origins of the viruses are

Panel expresses concern over
Middle East crisis
continued from page l
surprise at the unprecedented
move by the Umted Nations establishing a Jan.15 dcadbne for
Iraq's withdraw! from Kuwrut.
After this date the U.N. would
find forceful means of restoring
Kuwait's sovereignty acceptable.
After the discussion, the panel
opened the floor to questions from
the audience.
Questioning the morality of
military involvement, Rev. Tho-

mas Schubcck, SJ., employed
the "JuSt war theory". Usmg this
critena, Schubcck tmplied that the
moral justifications to supportan
aggrcssivcmtl.ttary act in thecrisi
in l.hcPersianGulfwererelatively
weak.
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Leaders speculate about possibility of draft
by Gregory Gordon
~ 1990.~

TOOAV/""*

CchQe Wonnal1on ~

WASHINGTON - The demands of America's ouildup in
the Persian Gulf are prompting
talk of a military draft - a hot
topic President Bush wants to
extinguish.
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, a
fonner Navy secretary, said at a
congressional hearing last week
that a prolonged stalemate with
Iraq might require draftees to
sustain massive troop levels in
Saudi Arabia.
Military analysts, however, see
that step as a sure way to undermine public support for Bush's
military mobilization. "It's the
dwnbestideai'veheardall week,"
said retired Anny Col. William J.
Taylor, predicting that any move
toward conscription would bring
"sit-ins and teach-ins all over this
countJy."
A draft at this time would likely
differ from the Vietnam era version in at least one way: student
defennents would exist only for
those studying to be ministers,

Selective Service officials say,
though drafted students could
finish the current academic year.
But even though there'sspeculation, Bush is wasting no time in
auempting to silence the discussion before the voices get too loud.
"We don't need a draft," he
said, because the 2 million volunteers now in unifonn have made
the force is "as strong as it can be."
Fonner Navy Secretary James
Webb told a Senate Anned Services Committee hearing that because the Pentagon is "over-commiued" in the Persian Gulf, Bush
should ask Congress to reinstitute
the draft beforeany fighting starts.
Even without a war, Webb
testified, keeping up to 400,000
U.S. forces in the Gulf while
applying economic sanctions on
Iraq for a year to 18 months wiU
require troop rotations - "and
then we're going to have to have a
draft."
Glenn, who chairs a military
manpower subcommittee, agreed
that if troops are maintained at
that level for a long period, "we're
going to have to consider a draft."
Only an act of Congress could

reinstate the draft After Vietnam,
Congress let the draft louery system expire July 1, 1973, stripping
the Selective Service System of
its induction authority. Involuntary inductions were stopped in
1972.
ButafterSoviettroopsinvaded
Afghanistan, President Jimmy
Carter reinstated the registration
requirement on July 2, 1980, for
men turning 18.
.
Names and addresses of 13.5
million registrants are currently
on file, though none has taken a
military physical, been classified
for fitness or faces any call-up.
If lawmakers were to approve
a call -up, Selective Service
spokesman Larry Waltman said,
the agency could have 100,000
men ready for physical examinations within 30 days.
lt would summon 20-year-olds
first, then those ages 21, 22, 23,
24, 25 and 26. If more soldiers
wereneeded,l9-year-oldsand 18year-olds would be called. About
1.5 million men in each age category are registered, Waltman said.
Another potentially thorny issue would be whether women, who

Q
Don't miss the .. .

now make up 11 percent of the
armed forces, would be drafted.
When the men-only draft ended in
1973, women made up just 1.6
percent of the military.
Lawmakers aren't likely to
seriously consider involuntary
service unless Bush makes a request. If that happens, the debate
would tum stonny.
Lawrence Korb, a fonner assistant defense secretary for manpower, calls the draft issue a "red
herring." Proponents of reinstating conscription, he said, "never
liked the volunteer military" or
are trying to undennine support
for Bush's policy with scare tactics.
Fonner Col. Taylor,a Vietnam
veteran who isaseniorvice-president of the Washington-based
Center for Strategic and International Studies, argued that even in
the worst case "a draft is unnecessary."
'This country has under arms,
and in the available reserves, all
the manpower required to fight
what will be a war of 30 days or
less - with or without rotation
policy," he said.
Korb said he also didn't think
lhe draft would be resumed. " lf
you go to war, that war is going to
be quick. Either you're going to
win it quickly or you're going to
findyoucan'tachieveyourobjective."

Two Northwest Airplanes crashed on
'n•r•w""'in
as they
taxied ~.rough dense fog.
E ight people were killed.
a. C leveland b. Seattle c.
Detroit d. Chicago
2. MargaretThatcher
recently ~ucceeded by
----~as prime minister of England.
a. John Major b. Queen
Elizabeth c. Michael Heseltine d. Neville Chamberlain
3. The vote in the United
Nations for the use of force
against Iraq was 12 for,
against, and 1 absten~on.
Cuba and Yemen dissented,
as the only abwith
stention.
a. China b. Soviet Union
. South Africa d. Iraq
4 . .Noted U.S. COmJ)()Se:rJ

(Gregory Gordon writesfor the
Detroit News.)

Attention
featuring

The John Carroll University Concert Choir.
The "Consort" (Vocal Ensemble).
and
The Concert Band

The World View Page is
looking for writers for next
sem~r. Anyone interested in
writing news analyses, intecviews,lhe.news-quiz, or some
other feature should ¢'ontact the
World View Editor~TheCar
roll News office. PleaSe leave
your name and telephone number.1bankyou.

a. 20 million b. 1 million
2 billion d. 500,000
AMW~rs: J:·,~ ·2.a

J.a ll .d S.o
6. b 7. c .
Q~r: PlllTic/IMcGiU
r

s:oo p.m.
TAKE 25% OFF YOUR MEAL

Saturday, December 8th, 1990

WITH YOUR JCU 1.0. AND THIS COUPON

Admission is Free.

(Food Only, Valid anytime for parties of 6 or less)

r

Music is alive and well at JCU!

L

Located in the Pavillion Mall Phone: 464-7544

----------~-------
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Betas initiate service project to hel
by Cosey McEvoy
Campus Ufe Editor
The fraternity of Phi Beta Phi
began their commitment to
communityservicethispastmonth
by conducting a day long food
..:.ive in the University Heights
area
On Nov.l7,35ofthe45 Betas
arose early to begin canvassing
the neighborhood at 10 a.m. in
search of canned goods to donate
to the hungry of Cleveland.
Senior Rick Nowak, who
organized the food drive, felt that
this type ofservice project was not
only timely becauseoftheholiday
season, but also because this was
the first opportunity for the Beta
memberstoactivelyparticipatein
an event. A majorityoftheBeta's
are members of the football team,
and until now they have not had
any free time because of their busy
practice schedule.

"I think a lot ofcredit should go
to all of the football players who
sacrificed their time on one of
their first weekends off," SaJd
Nowak.
Nowak and the Betas
discove.-ed the residents in the
campus area were reticent .J
Carroll solicitors. University
Heights has a law permitting
residents to display a sticker from
City Hall on their doors stating
that they are not to be solicited.
'The residents farther away from
campus, across Warrensville
Center road, were more generous
with their response. "At first it
was slow. Then as the day
progressed it (the food drive)
worked really well," said Nowak.
All contributors received a
letter from the fraternity thanking
them for their generous support.
The food drive lasted until 2
p.m .• by which timeover20boxes
of food had been collected. The

goods were then transferred over
to Paul Kelly in Campus Ministry.
"This was something that the
Betas came up with on the•r own.
Many organizations come to me
and ask, 'What can we do?' The
Betas took the initiative and came
to me saying. This is what we are
going to do'," said Kelly.
Kelly used the boxes of
collected goods in collaborauon
with the Student Union effon to
provide Thanksgiving food boxes
to families in the near west side.
Kelly reponed that 42 families
were fed from the collection.
SU Chief Justice Joe
Cimperman was enthusiastic
about the Betainvolvementin the
food drive.
"It is encouraging to know that
there are other groups within the
Student Union who care enough
to act upon their social justice
interests," said Cimperman.
Nowak would like to see this

the hun

Members of Pbi Beta Pbi gather proudly around the boxes of
canned goods they collected during their Nov.17 food drive.
program continued next year. He
has considered putting it in the
chaner as an event to be continued
in the future. In the past, the Betas
have not participated much in the
service aspect of fraternity

activities.
"The Betas have had a bad rap
and I am glad that they were so
enthusiastic about this service
project They are really a great
bunch of guys," said Nowak.

Christmas spirit pervades the Carroll community
by Patrick Sculln
Asst. Ccmpus ute Editor
Satwday, Dec. 8, John Carroll
University will celebrate the 23rd
Annual Christmas Carroll Eve.
Organizing tbe event is the job
of Chi Sigma Phi, the Ski Club.
And specifically this year the job
falls to Marcie Rinka and Dr.
James Lavin, Vice President for
Student Affairs.
"It's wonh theamountofwork
because I know how much people
enjoy it," said Rinka.
The evening started originally

as a very small gathering of people

The Ski Club expects around

having coffee and donuts during
the last weekend before finals,
according to Rinka. The event
grew so large that people felt that
the whole university should be
included.
Rinka said that JCU has been
reaching out to the community in
past years, including the recent
move from the St. Francis Chapel
to Gesu Church.
"It is a great chance for the
whole community to get together
and to share in the holiday spirit,"
said Rinlca.

1200 people to gather for mass
and breakfast.
For all the newcomers to
Carroll. here is what is going to
happen.
Tbe ow:lliac wiU be8ia wilb a
Cltristrna Music Gala in Kulas
Auditorium. This event will
feature the JCU Concen Choir
and Concert Band.
At 11 p.m. the Christmas Tree
Lighting wiU take place outside of
Kulas Auditorium. An address
will be give to the community by
Rev. John Schlegel, S.J. which

despite the current world situation.
"People can easily forget how
good they have it," said Rinka.
"Hopefully this evening can help
people take a moment a n d
remember the uue meaning o£

will lead into the carolling around
the Quad.
After carolling, people can
proceed to Gesu Church. This
mass will be celebrated by Fr.
Schlegel.
F....Uy,IOdme me eveaia&a

a.--...

Soalll p.m . rum yourspeakers
towards the quad and Lune your
radio to 88.7 F.M. for a fun-filled
Christmas Eve JCU s le.

buffet bn:atfasl wiD be 9erVed in
the student cafeteria
Rinka hopes that this holiday
sea;;on can be filled with oeace

13897 Cedar Road
(Located In Cedar Center Plaza)

932-8828

JCU & GE cooper2te in national contest
by Peter Bolunek
Stoff Reporter
Not only does GE bring good
things to life, they also bring good
things to John Carroll
General Electric and JCU's
communication department broke
ground on a new joint venture that
resulted in a GE contributing
$15,000 to an endowment fund
for a public relation scholarship.
The company has also donated
$3,000to update computer equipment in the journalism lab shared
by The Carroll News and the department
" I was happy GE contacted the
communications department and
I was able to coordinate some of
our best students for the promotional project," said Rev. Carl
Zablotny, director of the event.
"This was a great example of a
national company using some
valuable resources in its own
backyard."

Eighteen JCU students were
the official judges of GE' s "Light
Years of Travel Contest." The
students judged nearly 100,000
entties. Participants had to explain where they wanted to travel
and why in 25 words or less.
Entries were judged on their originality. creativity and the use of the
words "soft. pleasing light"
The grand prize winner won
free travel for a year. Runner up
prizes included 10 weekend trips
to the destinations of the winners
choice, 25 weekend trips at Marriott Resorts, and 7,500 atlases.
The student judges found the
experience to be very beneficial
and provided valuable insight into
the world of promotion.
"It was helpful to see and work
all aspects of a promotion," said
David Caldwell, a senior communications major. " I hope that John
Carroll has more programs like
these in the future so students can
get involved. It wasagreatoppor-

tunity to get some real hands on
experience."
Both JCU and GE officials are
hoping to work together in future
GE projects involving communication students.
"We at GE lighting were extremely pleased the way the project worked out," said Bill Masonis. manager of consumer promotion planning for General Electric Lighting. "I really admire the
students perseverance in going
through all those entries. I think it
was a great learning experience
for students and we hope to use
Carroll communication students
as a resource in the future."
Dr. Jaqueline Schimidt, communicalionsdepartmentchair, was
very pleased with the results of the
projecL "GE and John Carroll are
already moving toward another
cooperative venture. We are in
the process of developing an internship in the depanment for the
summer."

EAT ! EAT ! EAT !
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

25* Hot Dogs
10* Wings
50* Tacos
10* Wings

99¢ HAPPY HOUR Mon-Fri 5 to 9
tonightDec. 6

HOWARDM.
THE KITCHEN IS OPEN UNTIL THE
THE BAR CLOSES EVERY NIGHT
Beverage and Food Cany-Out AvaUable:
Until 2:30 a.m. Monday-Saturday
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WEEKNIGHT WARRIORS... Intramural sports keep Carroll students active
3-on-3 becoming Carroll tradition
by Bernie Glavin and
DoveStukus
The third b1cnnial 3-on-3 basketbaJI tournament, sponsored by
the Swdent Union, was held on
campus this past weekend. Fortysix teams from three divisions
competed for prize money which
ranged from $ 100 for first place,
$60 for second place, and S40 for
third place.
In the "A" diVISIOn, wh1ch
mcludes some players who have
had college playmg expenence,
the Snowmen beat Buddha Tram

for thcchamp1onsh1p. Snowmen
team members included Steve
Snow:.all, Rich Radke, Mike
Mangan, and Mark Postak.
"I think we matched up beuer
than most teams in our divisiOn,"
Snowball said.
The "B" divis1on championship, which includes players who
have varsity high school playing
experience, was captured by Pass,
What's a Pass? The team consisted of Troy McCiowry. Bnan
O'Donnell, Terry McCabe, and
Brian Winer, who ralhcd to beat
Team Kelly.
"There was great parity

throughout Div1s1on B. and if this
tournament was played again next
week, I don't know if we would be
the wmner," said team captain
McCiowry.
In the "C" division, which had
the most number of teams competing, Old Age and Treachery
beat Paul and the Disciples. The
winning team members were faculty members Dr. Andrew Welki,
Dr. Paul Shick, Dr. Paul Murphy,
and Dr. Christopher Roark.
In the slam dunk competition.
Dan Ervin ran away with the title.

Volleyball season nears end
by Troy McCiowery and
RonSciepko
With over 150 games being
played, the inlramural volleyball
season comes to a close with the
championship games being played
tonight in the John Carroll University RecPiex gymnasium.
"We had 52 total teams with
three separate divisions for men
(14 teams), women (16 teams),

and a co-ed (22 teams) d1vision
that consisted of three men and
three women," said Grove Jewett,
Director of Intramurals. "Each
team played a six game schedule
and the best teams advanced to the
playoffs."
The single elimination tOurnament will produce a separate
winner in each division.
The men had a four team tournament, the women eight, and the
co-ed tournament featured I I
teams.

"Th1s IS the most teams we
have had in years," Jewett sa1d.
·'The amount of ~s ••as greatly
enhanced the competition and as a
result the tournament has brought
out some intense volleyball."
The tournament, which began
on Monday, will come to a close
Thursday night at 8:30p.m. with
the championships of the co-ed
divisions.
The championships of the
men's and women's divisions were
held on Wednesday mght.

Aerobics classes not for the meek
Carroll alumnus John Schram drives to the basket during
J CU's 3-on-3 tournament last weekend.

Intramural hoops season to
tip-off in Januaw
·
:»

by Jim Flynn and John
Meinke
JohnCarroU University'saerobicsinstructor, Maureen Rupp, has
been dancing the school away with
her classes for over a year now.
Rupp became interested in aerobaial~yearofbigh

likeMichaelJordan,butarewear"Our biggest goal is particiingapairofbeatupProKedsand pation," Jewett said. "If you
adilapida1ed John Carroll T-shirt. enter, play serious, and show up
the intramural basketball pro- for the games, you'll have fun.
gram at John Carroll is ready for We will try to fit in as many
you.
gamesas possible within the time
Within the ftrSt week of the frame lhalis allocated to basketspring semester the intramuraJ ball"
basketball program begins. RegWith the many different diviistration fonns are available at sions, a player of any ability can
the RecPiex registration desk, get a team together and enjoy
andmustbeturned in to Director friendly competition. Last year
of lntramurals Grove Jewell oneofthemostcompetitivedivibefore leaving for winter break. sionswas thewomen'sdivision,
Faculty ,sraff,and sllldents are the women went through the eneligible, and the teams are lim- tireseason without a single team
ited to twelve players. Up to five forfeiting.
more players may be added to
Last year the men's "A" divirosters in January before play sion was won by the team T.B. 's
begins.
Doghouse. The team, comprised
"It is important that we re- entirely of former JCU varsity
ceive the registration form s be- basketball players, went the seafore break begins, because we son without a loss. With the
want to start the competition as competition getting tougher each
soon as possible after break," year the possibility of a repeat
Jeweusaid.
perfonnance will be difficult.
There will be a meeting of the
Senior Mark Postak played
team captains on January 15 on on T .B.'s Doghouse and feels
the Carroll Gym balcony. At this that intramurals offer an opportime schedules will be passed tunity similar to playing varsity
OUL

sports.

A different division has been
added thi! year to beuer suit the
student's abitities. A "B" division for the men is for teamS who
like a good game of full coun
basketball, but don't have the
previous varsity experience that

"Playing for John Carroll allowed us to become close as a
team, so after leaving for our

own individual reasons inii3.murals offered us the opportunity to
continue playing at a competitive level," Postak said,

school. Rupp has been teaching
classes on campus since January
of 1990.
" I like it as asport,"Ruppsaid.
"It is very important that a participant warms up before high impact
aerobics because if they don't it
rna y lead to slrained or even pulled
muscles."
Rupp iscerufied and lrained LO

teach classes. Rupp 's classes start
off with low impact which are
exercises with resistance. High
impact exercises follow which are
cardiovascular in nature.
"The best part of aerobics is
thatthereisnoequipmentneedcd,"
Rupp said. "All that is needed to
participate are tennis shoes and
music.
" Some residents use a dynaband, which is like a huge rubber
band that you put around your
ankles and is used for resistance.
It's very similar to weights."
Along with having fun, aerobics can have many positives.
"Aerobics is very healthy, it
improves your muscle tone, cardiovascular, endurance, and has

less injuries compared to other
sports," Rupp said.
Rupp provides a mix in offering a dance routine and an athletic
routine. Rupp has been hired by
baseball coach Jerry Schweikert
to plan a routine to help improve
the baseball team's cardiovascular system.
Most participantS ue feme'NL..
although a few males do contribute to the class.
"The guys in the class think
there is too much dancing," Rupp
said.
Action from John Carroll co-ed intramural volleyball league.
Classes arc offered in the Recphoto by Sue Guariglia and Erin Lewis
Piex Monday through Friday at 5
p.m. and 8 p.m., and on Friday at
4 p.m. with a special session on
Sunday at l p.m.

Miller High Life wins championship

Intramural athlete sidelinPd by freak accident
by John McNemey
A frcakaccidcnttumcda dream
season intO a nightmare for Iota
Chi Upsilon quarterback Phil
Tocco.
Tocco, who was the quarterback for Gabriel Rtchard High
School 1n R1vcrview, M1chigan,
had set out on havmg his best
season ever.
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In his first two starts, Tocco
combined for 10 touchdown
passes while leading his team to
its first two victories.
On the night of September 23,
however, Tocco's season came to
a sudden end in a car wreck which
riddled his legs with stitches.
FollowingTocco'sabscncc, the
team had a great deal of troubles
scoring (averagingonly4.5 points
per game).
"Our offense seemed to sputter
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without my golden arm," Tocco
said, who intends on starting on
the same note next year.
The Iota Chi Upsilon intramural football team will be one LO
challenge next season with a
healthy Tocco at the helm.
"I expect to throw a minimum
offi vc touchdown passes per game
while uultzingmyoption oriented
offense," said Tocco, who is very
confident of a championship in
1991.
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• DENOTES
LEAUGUE
CHAMP

3
3 compiled by Kevin
Cherllla

After a 3-1 regular season,
Miller High Life II was the favored team entering the intramuraJ football playoffs.
The team, consisting of I 1
sophomores and one freshman,
came out of the playoffs with a 61 record and a championship in a
26-0 victory.
One of the keys to MiJier's suecess was the fact that nine of the
players are former high school
footbal l players.
Four of the players, Scott
DiLoreto,TomKelley,JimCahill,
and John Pickalski, played on the
St. Ignatius Wildcat football team
in high school.
The championship game was

played on Carroll's newly rc:urfaced Wasmer Field, a first for
JCU intramural events.
Miller High Life II included
elevensophomoresandonefreshman.
The team has been playing together for two years, and last
season they captured the freshman league championship.
Defense was the key throughout the season as Miller High Life
II gave up only 24 total points all
season.
Teammembersincluded Brian
Roach, Joe Larges, Tony Colan,
Mike Colgrove, Jim Cahill, Scou
DiLoreto, Tom Kelley, Bill Wick,
Brian Parent, Jason Magyar, John

Pickalsk1, Steve Jessie.
The team was coached by
Bonnie MacDougall.
''I'm confident that we can
repeat the championship next year,
as well," MacDougall said.
Four teams competed in the
playoffs for the freshman league
title. JCU women were involved
in football as well, as two teams
competed for the women's league
champions1ps.
Contnbutmg to this article
werw Bnan Parent, Willie Beers,
Larry Wanke, and Tom Mylou.

This special section on intramural sports has been produced by members of Bill
Nichols' PE 399 class, Sports Management and Media Relations. The students are
JimFlynn,BrianParent,JohnMcNerney,Larry Wanke, WillieBeers,SueGUilriglia,
Rick Nowak, TrishTaddio, Bernie Glavin, Erin Lewis, Ron Sciepko, Rich Radke~ Troy
McCiowery, Henry Chadwick, Dave Stukus, John Meinke, Jeff Pawlowskl, Joe
Lagnese, Kerry Spicer,Jenn Plavney, Brian O'Donnell, Kevin Cheri/la, Tom My/ott,
Mike Stein, and David Caldwell.
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Referees should come
from within program
by Brian O'Donnell and Rich Radke~~~~~~~~
Does work study work for
intramural spons? The work
study policy states that only those
students qualifying for work
study (fmancial aid) are eligible
to referee intramural athletics.
This policy lends itself to having
less qualified referees in control
when the real goal ts to run the
best program possible for the studentS.
"Coach Jewett has worked
long and hard to revive the intramurals, it is a shame that poor officiating plays such a big role m
many games," said long-time intramural referee and participant
Troy McCiowry.
Jewen is the key to the pro-

gram and should be allowed to
choose thcofficir''>- ItisJewett's
hands-on approach that has made
the program so successful in recent years, so why let someone in
charge of work study who has no
idea what a good referee is choose
them?
"Often a weak referee will
lose control of the contest, rumingitmtoashoutingmatchrather
thanafunandcompetitivegame,"
srud Keith Farber. who has played
intercollegiate athleues on the
vanmy level as well as intramural athletics.
All rules have exceptions The
work srudy program should not
be a part of intramural athletics.

Raquetball grows in popularity
with Jewett at the helm
by Rick Nowak
Ever since Grove Jewett became intramural director at John
Carroll. lhc program bas teiiCbed
new levels. 1be once poorly-run,

unorganized program is now a
well-planned, important part of
the Carroll community.
"Every single intramural sport
is well organized from flag footbaU down through racquetball,"
said semor Mark Skelly.
Even intramural racquetball has
been a big hit with the Carroll
campus. Three years ago perhaps
only half a dozen peop1e would
have participated. Today, there
are well over seventy participants
competing for titles in novice,
intermediate, and advanced

leagues. There is also a women's
novice and intermediate level.
"Now that the program is organ i7.ed better,I think more people
arc becoming IOtcrcstcd 10 intramural lfOI&I • Jobo CarroJJ... ~-~-=~
Skelly said. ...,.is is grear because it makes winning any championship more graufying."
The gu1delines for mtramural
racquetball are sunple. Depending on how many people are in
each d1vts1on determines how
many matches each player plays.
Players average founos1x games.
Each player will go through a
round-robin tournament and at the
conclusion of round-robin play,
the top two qualifiers from each
divisional league. will play in a
single elimination tournament to
determ inc a champion.

INTRAMURAL
ITINERARY
AEROBICS SCHEDULE
SUN 4 P.M.
MON. 5 P.M. & 8:15 P.M.
TUE. 5 P.M ..& 8:15P.M.
WED. 5 P.M. & 8:15P.M.
THU. 5 P.M.
FRI. 4 P.M.
(ALL CLASSES IN RECPLEX GYM)

-------------------

BASKETBALL SIGN UPS AND SUNDAY
NIGHT CO-ED VOLLEYBJ~LL SIGNUPS
IN INTRAMURAL OFFICE

FEATURES
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Carroll milk supply may face Holiday activities found
with the Amish
future contamination
by Kevin Williams
Asst. Features Editor

-

-

Cereal and milk, one of the last
remaining safe havens for dinners
in the John Carroll University
cafeteria, may one day be in danger. This danger will come from
chemical contamination 1f events
unfolding in wheatfields far to
Cleveland's southwest materialize.
Nova, Ohio is a quaint, quiet
hamlet nestled in the hills of
Medina County, populated with
many Amish.
Amish buggiesclau.er along din
roads, where buuerchums and
sawmills are more common than
computers and cars. This area has
more Old Order Amish than any
area in the world. WalJcjng in
fields ofthisareacan fool one into
thinking that they have stepped
into a Revolutionary War-era
picture book.
Tile Amish here wear black.
worship in candle lit churches,
and shun cars and electricity.
Many own dairy farms along

with the non-Am ish dairy farms
in the area. This is where the root
of a future problem is germinat·
ing.
Deep in this dairy land,Oh1o
Technology, a Cleveland company. is auempting to conslrUCt a
complex toxic waste incinerator
project on a tract of land outside of
Nova
Local residents fear that a
chemical fal lout from the plant, if
it gets built, would result in widespread milk contamination.
Carroll buys its milk from
Oberlin Farms. a dairy company
located in the vicinity of Nova.
Residents of the area, along
with STOP IT, the chief oppostion group, have banded together
to oppose the construction of the
plant which is now tied up in a
lengthy EPA review process.
Parma resident Scott Medwid
is one of the people staunchly opposed to the plant proposal, which
would also include a land-fill.
''We do not feel that this is an
appropriate site for a landfill and
incineration site," Medwid said.

He cited the inappropriateness
as being linked to the dairy farming of the region.
There have been stud1es circulated within the scientific community that present some ev1dence
of danger when dairy cow herds
are located near a toxic waste
facility of the type proposed near
Nova.
"Right now we are attempting
to raise money for litigation and
court costs to try to keep Ohio
Technology from building here,"
said Medwid.
The Carroll N~ws attempted to
contact John Tracy, the president
ofOhioTechnology. forcomment,
but he could not be reached.
However, spokespersons for him
in the past have indicated that all
toxic waste fears and milk contamination talk is unfounded.
Green peace and other environmental groups have staged protests in tiny Nova to draw attention to the conflict, but the final
word on whethertheplantreceives
clearance rests with the EPA, or
more ultimately with the courts.

For people who ure of venturing to downtown Cleveland w1th
its many malls and museums,
there is an interesting cultural experience(oo, nota party i" Gnu)
to be found j ust a half-hour drive
from campus. It is an experience
unique to northeastern Ohio.
Nestled in sparsely populated
pockets just outside of the suburbs lies the old 17th century
world of the Amish, made fa·
mous by such movies as Harrison Ford's Witn~ss.
Northeastern Oh10 is home to
the world's largest sect of Old
Order Amish.
These people live much as
their ancestors did in the 17th
century.
They can often be seen riding
their blackbuggiesorhandplowing their fields.
As the Christmas season approaches, interested students or
faculty can explore this magical
world in a variety of ways.
The closest Old Order Amish
areas are in Middlefield, just a
short drive from here.
There are exhibits displaying

their way of life and restaurants
where authentic Am ish food can
be sampled.
The Middlefield secL'i have
been fleeing south because of an
expanding suburbia
The Amish are publicity shy,
so gawkers and camera carriers
should plan on staying home.
People more interested in experiencing the simplistic life of
the Amish should go to Holmes
County. a couple of hours south
of Cleveland.
Here, farthest away from city
lights, the Amish civilization
flourishes.
Christmas festivals and carnivals are held in Charm, Ohio
whereatrue 17th century Christmas can be experienced.
The Amish can also be found
southwest of Cleveland, not far
from Baldwin-Wallace College.
MedinaCounty and areas near
Ashland and Wooster are populated with Amish people.
The Amish in lhese areas are
very isolated, and aside from a
few craft shops there is liulesightsecing to do.

,;rt.:· ;f~11;f~'T"
~\31
.
<

POT

~ -

Noon
2pm
4pm
6pm
8pm
10pm
12am
2am
4am

Fletch
Fletch Lives
Caddy Shack
Back to the Future
Secret of My Success
Back to the Future II
Light of Day
Back to the Future Ill
Bright Lights Big City

Noon
2pm
4pm
6pm
8pm
10pm
12am
2am
4am

Bat21
Renegades
The Blood of Heroes
The Abyss
Hard to Kill
Red Scorpion
Top Gun
Above the Law
Die Hard

Ernest Saves Christmas
011e Magic Christmas
Christmas Vacation
It's a Wonderful Life
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Noon
2pm
4pm
6pm
8pm
10pm
12am
2am
4am

Overboard
Say A.1ything
Men at Work
Bull Durham
Pretty Woman
Look Who's Talking
Bill & Teds Excellent
Adventures
Com ing to America
You Can't Buy Me Love

WEDNEDSAY

MONDAY
Noon
2pm
4pm
6pm
8 pm
10 pm
12am
2am
4am

THURSDAY

TUESDAY

SUNDAY

Noon
2 pm
4pm
6pm

Spm
10 pm
12am
2am
4am

Poltergeist Ill
Maximum Overdrive
Terminator
Lost Boys
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

GOOD LUCK
WITH FINALS
&
HAVE A GRE,AT
WINTER BREAK
---

FEATURES
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Resident changes may leave
roommate with few choices
Symes.
"We are currently is a room
changesilualion,peoplewhohave
roommateslhatareleavrngcaneither sit back passively and hvpe
no one gets assigned to their room,
or they can choose a roommate,"
Byrnes said.
It is theoretically possible for a
student to "slip through" the whole
year living by himself in a double

by Kevin Williams
Asst. Reotures Editor
Many John Carroll University
campus residents are finding their
roommates transferring or leaving their rooms. Naturally, these
moves leave the other roommate
in a double room, alone.
Donna Byrnes, director of
housing, said that students whose
roommates are leaving at the end
of the semester have several options.
These students may unexpectedly find themselves faced with
finding another roommate or or
paying thedifference forasingle
room.
"They have two choices, consolidate with someone else in the
same situation as themselves or
pay for a single," Byrnes said.
She cited several reasons for
these measures. There would be
many people payingonly hte price
of a double while having a single.
Byrnes stressed that this would be
unfair for people paying fully for
a single.
The cost for a double room is
currently S 1300 per roommate,
while that of a single room is
$1950, due to "added wear and
tear" in the room, according to

'There will be no
contract releases
granted ~nee the
,.,

,.

-:<

·~-:·

>;s; emesteitxstarts,:·
.: on ]art.I4'

, .;-" . . ,=-~*ifJ~iZ:t~~---.·
~~·;,llyrnes
,~::~~):;s:::r.

~: ~.?-;:;t:~x · -c
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room without paying.
"Obviously, if I do not know
that you are living alone in a double
room, I won't bill you for it,"
Byrnes said.
All students considering moving offcampus nextsemestermust

notify the Housing Office before
the end of this semester. "There
will be no contract releases
granted once the [spring] semester starts on Jan. 14th," said
Byrnes in a memo to residents.
Bynes said that Housing will
be strictly enforcing the policy
that students must decide to move
by Dec 14. Students that violate
this policy will not be refunded
any of the room money.
In the past Housing has made
exceptions to this policy since
there hasbcenacrunch forspace.
Since this year the demand for
housing is being met, the policy
will be enforced strongly.
While some students feel that
they are being forced by actions
beyond their control, other students support the Housing Office
saying that their policies are the
most efficient way to do things
fairly.
"The Housing Officedoeseverything in its power to help the
student,"saidScouAllen,a freshman who recently completed the
process.
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Who do you think Santa Claus
really is?

"Jolly old man
who symbolizes
Christmas."
Cheryl Demczyk
Sophomore

--

...

''Dr.
Cenker."

Karen
Bibemacki
Junior

"Definitely a
Beta!"

R.J. Nowinski
Senior

781-7403 A SPOIITS BAR
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1990
A Classic Rock Concert "AFTERMATH"
~

Q&22

Still Cruisin'

Cruise Ship Jobs

llll:...2i

Still Cruisin' Blind Ambition

.wu

.lln...U

.llll..1i

Motion

Motion

The HEAT

Open for the Holidays
7 days a week

HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
TOUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNt:L
Excellenl pay plus FREE lravel. Canbbean,
Hawa11. Bahamas. Soulh Paollc. MexiCO
CALL NOWI Call refundable

"It doesn't
matter who he
is as long as I
get a car for
Christmas."
John Marke~
Senior

Formally the
Rascal House

LOCATED ON EAST 21ST STREET .AND EUCUD AVENUE
BEHIND THE RASCAL HOUS( - DOWNTOWN CLEVElAND

AMPLE LIGHTED PAKING AVAJLAILE

1-206-736.0775, Ext. 600N

JOHN CAJIROU. UNIIIEASITY FINAl EXAMINATION SCHEDUlE

"Jack
Daniels."

FAUI~
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The obvious artist

Paul Simon takes us on an unending artistic journey
By Philip Budnick
Entertainment Editor

ln 1990 F...ul Simon and his long-time friend, Art
Garfunkel, were inducted into the Rock & Roll Hall of
Fame. Now, Paul Simon makes another contribution 10
the music world with his new album, The Rhythm of the
Saints. This album once again,like Grace/and, his 1986
Grammy winning album, is intensely personal and farreaching in musical scope.
From his start in Parsons Jr. High School in Queens,
New York, Simon was always playing experimental and
eccentric music. Simon and Garfunkel's biggest seUing
album ,Bridge Over Troubled Water, contained Peruvian
musical instruments such as thckenaand cherange. Things
haven't really changed for Simon. His first solo album,
Paul Simon,showed us hiS reggae side with "Me and Julio
Down by the Schoolyard." Gospel music influenced his
second solo album, There Goes Rhymin' Simon. Simon
continued his tradition wtth Grace/and which was influenced by African rhythms and sounds.
On The Rhythm of the Saints, Simon again continues
his unending artistic journey; this time he combines
African percussions with the percussion sounds of Brazil.
Simon also has a little blues mixed into the album. This
is apparent on the song, "The Obvious Child" in which
Kim Wilson of the Fabulous Thunderbirds plays hannonica.

Also, this album is even more personal than any of his
other albums. The Rhythm ofthe Saints is almost a relig-

ious/reflective sort of album. The first single, "The Obvious Child," contains religious connotations. Although
Simon never mentions religion specifically, he connotes
that we worship everything else but God today. With
lyrics like: I don't expect tlJ .>leep the night/Some people
say a lie iSJUSt a lie/But I say the cross is in the ballpark/
Why deny the obvious child? Instead of the usual lovedone-me-wrong cliche song, Simon reaches under the
skin with this album and gets very personal.
He deals with everyday life on a greater level. He
seems distant from the petty problems: of the world and
more concerned with life and what it truly means.
Another song on the album continues Simon's search
for more and also continues the religious overtone of the
album. "Proor' deals with faith and how people don't
have it because they cannot believe anything (God perhaps) withouuhc "proof:" Myface, my race don· t matter
to me anymore/My sex. my checks are accepted at the
door/ProojlFaith is an island in the setting sun/Proof is
the bottom line for everyone. With those kind oflyrics it
almost seems Simon has lost faith in the world and is
apathetic towards it. Simon's music has not always been
uplifting, but it's not meant to depress you either. From
the music of The Graduate, a sort of pre-Don HenleyEnd of the Innocence anthem, to this album, Simon sort
of hits the listener in the face with reality.
From the title of the album, The Rhythm ofthe Saints,
to the musical reverence and the almost overbearing
lyrics, Simon has created a reflective-intelligent album
that is just as personal for the listener as it is for Simon
himself.

CHRISTMAS .

CHARACTERS

'WO:->>:«<-:y:•

AS COMPILED BY JULIAN AND PHIL

CISB IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you'nt a freshman or eopbomore with
goodgndea. apply now for a three-year«
~year~- From Army ROTC.
Army ROTC acholarahips pay tuitioa,
mc.t boob and fees, plus $100 per echool
moath. They al8o pay off with Jeedership

eqHtrience and officer credentials
impwaiwe to future employeD.

m

IIIMIIOTC

'I'D IIIIITEST COLll8l
C8UISI YOU Cll TUI.

Contact Major David Ingham, ext. 4421

1. THE GRINCH
2. HEAT MIZER
3. NESTOR (THE LONG EARED DONKY)
4. MIKE THE DENTIST (FROM RUDOLPH THE RED
NOSED REINDJ;>ER)
5. THE ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN
6. CINDY WHO(OF WHOVILLE WHO IS ONLY TWOFROM THE GRINCH).
7. THE MAGICIAN (FROM FROSTY THE SNOWMAN)
8. THE REJECT TOYS (FROM RUDOLPH THE RED
NOSED REINDEER)
9. PIG PEN (FROM PEANUTS CHRISTMAS SPECIAL)
10. MAX (THE DOG FROM THE GRINCH)

UNION
. ~~ MOVIE SERIES
;';-:~STUDENT
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Yo! Rocky V proves good to the last punch
By ~ike Thomas
Staff Reporter

With Rocky V, Sly Stallone
proclaims a victorious end to the
Rocky saga which began 15 years
ago.
This hard-hitting flick puts the
finishing touches on a quintology which has painted a portrait
of the quintessential American
dream.

As with all great sagas, this
one comes full circle as we see
the south-paw bruiser from Philadelphia return to his roots after
losing everything in a real estate
scam while away in the Soviet

Union.
Slightly brain-damaged (more
so than in previous times), Rocky
(Stallone) must discard his worldly
possessions, don his boots and
leather jacket, and move, with his
family, to the neighborhood in
which he was raised.
Every major character, including thoses deceased in past films ,
makes an appearence in one way
or another. Not only does this
evoke feelings of nostalgia, but it
also helps to augment the overall
dramatic quality of the film.
In a touching scene which
flashes back to Rocky' scarly days,
we see Mickey Goldmill (Burgess
Meredith) giving one of his many
inspiring pep talks to his prodigy.

"Ifyou'reeverdown", he says in
a raspy voice, "there's gonna be
a little voice inside your head that
says 'get up you sonofabitch,
'cause Mickey loves ya!'"
Even Paulie(Burt Young) and
Adrian (falia Shire) remain the
same as in the pasl Paulie, slovenly and perpetually intoxicated,
is the supposed causeofRocky' s
fmancial dilemma, while Adrian,
Rocky's dowdy wife, remains
always by her husband's side as a
beacon of hope and strength.
The few new characters fit
nicely into the film as a whole.
Rocky Jr., played by none other
than Stallone's biological son
Sage, is semi-credible in his first
major role, though his character

development is somewhat superficial.
George Washington Duke
(Richard Gant), the glitzy fight
promoter and constant thorn in
Balboa's side, does a comen<tible job. Last, Tommy Gunn,
played by Tommy Morrison, a
real-life fighter, is the underdog
amateur from Oklahoma who
comes to Balboa for guidance.
In the end, their teacher/student
relationship takes an unexpected
detour.
When all was said and done,
l decided that ifl had to rate the
Rocky quintology flick by flick,
l would have to place Rocky V
smack dab in the middle.
ltdoesn'thavethe character

development or the credible plot
of 1 and II, nor does it have the
hype and superficiality of Ill and
IV. It is in a class by itself.
Overall, Stallone, who wrote
the script, should be applauded
for choosing to cap his brainchild
with class rather than noisy glitz.
The characters are, for the
most part, authentic, as is the
setting. What location could be
more appropriate than Philadelphia, the city of brotherly love
and the home of Joe Frazier and
other boxing greats?
Is this movie worth seeing,
you ask. Well, tf you have the
time and the desire. then, in the
immortal words of a legend: GO
FOR IT!!!

Milli Vanilli doesn't sing on their album. So what?
By Spike Owen
Staff Reporter

So Milli Vanilli didn't really
sing on their album. Do you
think Sara Lee or Mrs. Fields
really bake? Whal'sthebigdeal?
The Partridge Family didn't play
their instruments and neither did
The Monkees. So whalare we to
believe? Is not singing just as
bad or worse than not playing
your instruments? I don 'tknow.
Who really cares? I guess it'sall
relative.
I think people are mad because they were fooled, really
fooled. So was The National
Academy of Arts and Sciences

who recently took away Milli
Vanilli'sGrammy award. Doesn't
theAcademylookdumbnow? Of
course, giving BonnieR.aiuall her
Grarnmies this past year didn't
help their image much either.
Anyway, back to the scandal.
So who are these supposed classically trained vocalists? Their
real names are Fab Morvan and
Rob Pilatus from Oennany. Back
in some hofbrau haus eating
streudel with some fraulines, Fab
and Rob hooked up with Frank
Farian, a well-known German
producer. It was there the scandal
originated. It was reported in an
interview with the L.A. Times that
Pilatus said he would have sold
his soul to the devil to get to sing

on Girl You Know It's True, their
multi-platinum album.
So why the scandal and all the
fuss, and why is Girl You Know
It's True heading back up the
albumcharts? Arewebeingduped
ag~n by these two bratwursts? It
turns out tha1 Rob and Fab wanted

tosingonthesecondalbummorc
than Farian wanted them to.
Things got a little heated and
Farian eventually fired the two.
Hence, Rob and Fab took their
little secret to the media.
The duo have been portrayed
as being manipulated and

cheated. I'm sure Rob and Fab are
living quite comfortably from all
the money they made while being
puppets. Well, what about the
fans who were cheated when they
bought the album undec false pretenses? I say refund, and let's
bum those brat wursts.

Analysis, Synthesis
Online Searching

FINISH
Your Research Paper Faster

EARN ONE CREDIT
HOUR
AR 120
Buy your ArtCarved 14K or 18K gold ring now and receive the perfect
holiday gift, a free pendant worth S 150. Tile pendant is crafted of
IOK gold with an 18-inch chain. Act now and recetve the free pendant
or dtscount of up to $100 on your college ring purchase. It"~ your choice.
Receive your pendant before the holidays tf you wish.

ll RT(Il ~~fAR
Thurs. Dec. 6, 10-3 In the Bookstore

I
!

l'a~ pt..,.A-..lablt • • • :Ill

INTRODUCTION TO LIBRARY
RESEARCH
SPRING, 1991
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Lavelle promotes JCU worldwide
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faculty.
"I meet and deal with very good

peopledayinanddayout I enjoy
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coming to work each day," Lavelle said.
Lavelle considers the faculty
to be outstanding and extremely
competent. He feels that the students are friendly, intelligent, and
dedicated to service.
"We really have a good school
here," Lavelle said.
He communicates this message
to university trustees, alumni, and
the people he meets throughout
the world in his fundraising travels. From hisperspectiveas president. Lavelle sees Carroll as the
best school in Ohio.
"We're top-notch!" he said.
Since his promotion to the
presidency in 1988, Lavelle has
been the central force of Carroll's
fundraising efforts.
Most of his business travels
are with alumni, and these trips
are concentrated on fundraising.
The highlight of these trips is to
promote Carroll's exemplary stan-

·;-:.

' To mark the 450th year of
the Jesuits, the CN profiles
Carroll's own Jesuits in a
continuing series.
by Anne Tirpak
Staff Reporter
Seemingly quiet and reserved,
Rev. MichaelJ.Lavelle,SJ.,John
Carroll P-niversity's president,
politely greets students while
walking across campus, but his
mild manner is no indication of
the tremendous spirit he generates
on campus.
Lavelle is impressed with the
University, the students, and the

dards to the public.

,......,.,...........,....

A Clevelander for most of his
life, Lavelle grew up in what is
now considered the Near West
Side. He auended St. Coleman
GradeSchoolandSllgnatiusHigh
school. St. Ignatius has made a
lasting impression on his life.
"The Jesuits at St. Ignatius really were very good for me. My
years there were probably the
greatest years of my life," Lavelle
said.
Lavelle was an outstanding
football player at St. Ignatius. He
played guard and nose tackle and
was named to the St. Ignatius
Athletic Hall of Fame.
After high school graduation
in 1953, Lavelle left Cleveland
and joined the Jesuits. He attended college at West Baden,
Indiana, a school of Loyola University, and Xavier University in
Cincinnati. He earned a bachelor's degree in Latin with a minor
in philosophy.
In 1960 Lavelle taught at
Loyola University, and in 1961 he

Rev. Michael J. Lavelle, SJ.
·pboco ccuncsy or JCU l'llbli< ~ • ._.

proceeded to get his doctOrate at
Boston College in Soviet Economics. From 1963 to 1965 Lavelle
worked at the Russian Research
Center at Harvard and went on to
study theology in Gennany until
1967.
In 1968, Lavelle was ordained
a Jesuit. He never considered joining another order of priests.
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"Had I not.become a Jesuit. I
probably would not have become
a priest," Lavelle said.
Although he was not very
familiar with the campus, Lavelle
came to Carroll in 1969 as an
economics professor. In 1973 he
became chairman of the department, and in 1975 he became dean
of the School of Business.
"Teaching is a lot of fun," said
Lavelle. "Probably the most enjoyable thing that I have done."
Not only does Lavelle like to
teach, he is en~ralled with learning as well. He is fluent in German because of his two-year stay
inGennany. He can read Russian
after teaching it to himself. He
can also understand Slovak, Italian, and French.
In addition to his love for languages, Lavelle is also extremely
well-versed in Soviet economics.
He became involved in Soviet economics at Boston College where
he earned his doctorate in the
subject.
From 1977 to 1983, Lavelle
was provincial superior of Jesuit
institutions throughout Ohio and
Michigan. He~ described the position as being a bishop where he
assigned people to the Jesuit
schools within the two states.
On his return from his job as
provincial superior in 1984, Lave lle became academic vice-president. In 1988 Lavelle thought he
was ready for the job as academic
President and was lucky to be
offered the position at Carroll.
Lavelle's diversified experie ncehasprovideda"good view of
w ha t a scho ol is all a bout."
Lavelle is proud to be a part of the
Carroll community.
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Season-opening performances leave swimmers optimistic
bynmHoron
Staff Reporter

The defending Ohio Athletic
Conference champaon John Carroll University swimming and
diving team tread some tough
water this weekend, vut they did
so against some very tough competition, to say the lcasL
This past weekend the team
traveled to Notre Dame, as in the
Fighting Irish, to compete in the
National Catholic Swimming and
Diving Championships.
As if the Irish themselves were
not tough enough, Carroll also
faced teams from StJohn's, Vii-

KRUEGER'S

~·~

~

~

~

by Kevin Krueger
"WelcometothejungJe,"folks.
Like the John Carroll varsity
basketball team's pregame song
boasts, the Blue Streaks' new and
hard-driving style of play seems
likely to bring a few opponents to
their n-n-n-n-n-.lcnees, gasping for
breath and stammering in confusion.

lanova, Boston College, Providence, and Catholic University,
just to name a few of the 15 teams
whach pan.icipated.
The popular question to ask
concerning this meet has been what
in the name of the Lord was little
JCU doing there?
"We go for a look-sec," said
head coach Mau Lenhart. "It's a
way of seeing how strong we are.
The Division I schools go on to be
the National Catholic champs."
Lenhart's minnow team did
fairly well against the great white
sharks. The men's team placed
ninthandthewomenfinished 12th.
Also, freshman Marcy Mulbarger

made a great impression, setting
school records in the 100
breaststroke, 200 breaststroke, and
200 intermediate.
"Because of finals and all, we
didn't have a full team," Lenhart
said. "We could have done better
on the relays. We did okay
though."
The htghhght of the meet was
Mulbarger's performance. The
team certainly got a good look-see
at this talented freshman.
"Marcy is real tough," Lenhart
said. "She will do well and go on
to nationals. But that comes later."
As far as the rest of the team,
Lenhart is looking at Jeff La·

Camera, Tom Doyle, and Jim
Smith, defending OAC champs in
the 50, 100/200 backstroke, and
1650 freestylerespc:ctively, to lead
the men. For the women, defending 100 backstroke champion Julie
Bork, Jen Pettit, and Mulbarger
will lead the women.
Also returmng is All-Amencan diver Christie Palumbo, who
is temporarily sidelined with an
injury, but who is sure to again
make her presence on the board
well known.
Carroll turned in another fine
outing Tuesday night, finishing
second in a meet against city foes
Cleveland State, Baldwin-Wal-

lace, and Case Western Reserve.
JCU fmished second to only the
Davision 1 Vikings.
A new school record was set by
David O'Delle an the 200 Oy
Tuesday.
The season is still very young,
but the teru .. is already bonding in
tts quest to retain its titles and
hopefully also win a diving title.
"Our number one goal is to
defend our titles," Lenhart said.
"And we're looking at our divers
to have a good year, too."
"Everyone"s attitude is very
positive," said senior c~><aptain
Mike Taylor. "Everyone is really
supportive. We'll do well."

'Jungle' mentality revives JCU hoops
Combining cat-quick freshmen
John Bufford and MarquieeSmith,
eagle--eyed junior Matt ZappiteUi,
senior coondog Tom Larkin, and
a big ol' grizzly named "0" with a
number of other fast and hungry
predators, zookeeper Tim Baab
has unlocked the cages and let
loose a pack of scorers capable of
putting up overone hundred points
a night.
"We're working very hard, and
we're still adjusting to the system
we put in," said Baab. "It's been
~

another.
"What's important is that the
team isenjoyingthisstyleofplay,
and our fans are enjoying the
games."
Additionally, it seems everyone is enjoying the resurgent success that the Streaks have auained
with their streamlined version of
organized "jungle"-ball, a mode
of play popularized by Paul Wes-

thead at Loyola-Marymount over
the last few years.
Attendance has improved, and
the team atmosphere has grown
more positive with each Blue
Streak victory.
'There'sastrongspiritofteamorientation and unselfishness
among the guys, and that's helped
us be very productive," said senior Sean O'Toole. "We've got

people just going out there and
hustling, making the most ofevery
opponunity they have on the
Ooor."
"The older guys have led the
way for us so far, keeping us
pumped up," said point guard
Bufford. "I like this system, and I
enjoy playing with this group of
guys. We just have to keep winning and we'll be alright"

JOHN&CAROL

l,~e · u

be even better as we keep playing
together and getting to know one

~~------------------------------~
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Streaks· run-and-gun style paying off in victories
by David Caldwell
Sports Editor

Thanks to an all-out, feverishly
paced style of play, not only is the
excitement back in John Carroll
basketball, but so are the victories. After a pair of convinciug
victories last week, head coach
Tim Baab's relentless full-coun
attack appears to be paying immediate dividends.
Last Saturday's 111-92 win
over conference foe Marietta and
Tuesday's record-setting 124-74
rompoverCarnegie-Mellon were

overwhelming displays ofoffense,
and put JCU's record at4-3.
Tuesday's 50-point rout over
Carnegie-Mellon was the S trcaks'
most lopsided victory in 29 seasons. Single-game school records
were set for points scored (124),
and most three-pointers made ( 16).
JCU was dominant from the stan,
and raced toa68-26halfume lead.
Junior guard ManZappitelh had a
game-high 21 points and supersub Tom Larkin scored 19 on 8of-1 0 shooting.
"Tom is really fitting in to his
role," Baab said. "He's playing

with more and moreconf'idence."
Last Saturday, junior forward
Mike Toth scored 21 points and
junior guard Brian DeLap added
20 as the Streaks wore down
Marietta in the second half to even
their Ohio Athletic Conference
record at I-I. Toth is ou to an
outstanding start--his 21 ppg. and
8 rebounds per game ranking third
and second in the OAC, respectively.
"A lot of teams, particularly
those in the OAC, try to slow us
down," Baab said. "So we really
look to get it in to Mike in the half-

coun offense."
The Marietta victory snapped a
three-game losing streak, including an 87-72 loss in the Streaks
OAC opener at Baldwin-Wallace.
B-W, and Emory &Henry, who
beat the Streaks in the championship game of the season-opening
Great Lakes Shootout, have been
the only teams able to signif'icantly
slow down JCU's offense, which
is averaging 99 points per game.
'This type of game has never
been tried before in the OAC,"
Baab said. "If we shoot reasonably well, which wedidn'tatB-W,

we can force people to play our
game."
The Streaks running game
could face its biggest test this
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at Carroll
Gym. Muskingum, the OAC's
defending champs, will match
their del ibcrate, phy!>•Cal brand of
basketball agrunst the run-and-gun
Streaks.
Freshman point guard Johnny
Bufford has been a key to getting
the Streaks running game going.
Bufford is leading the OAC in
assists with 6.5 per contest and is
scoring over 11 points a game.

Vikings overpower Blue Streaks in season-opening match
by Julie Evans
Staff Reporter

The John Carroll wrestlers had
last year's victory to live up to
when they faced the division I
Cleveland State Vikings last Friday. While the Streaks put forth a
valiant effort, they surrendered 269 to the Vikings.
"Cleveland State is Division I
and we're Division ill so they're
scholarship athletes and John
Carroll is not," head coach Kerry

Volkmann said. "Last year was
the first time we beat the Vikings
in 26 years of competition. However, in the long run competing
against a tough Divison Iteam is
going to make us better. We
wrestled a fair match and I think
we '11 learn more through losses
than wins."
Despite the team's loss, two
Blue Streaks fared well. Junior
David Buckiso, second in the
country at 134 weight class last
year, won 9-3 and senior Tim

Connor won 12-4. Jumor Judd
Smith scored two points against
Mike McKeon and the match
ended with a 5-5 draw.
"Two of our wrestlers won and
that was a credit to them as individuals," Volkmann said. "Buck~
iso wrestled very well and is our
highest returning All-American.
Connor scored a major decision
for us and looked very solid."
The Streaks may suffer in the
beginning of the season due to
inexperience. The Streaks went

with four new starters on Saturday, sophomore Sean Kiebler,
Mike GiUmor,junior Judd Smith,
and Tim Bane.
Fifty percent of the Streaks'
line up was new and Volkmann
believes early mistakes are to be
expected. However, Volkmann
believes that maturity and additional mat time should alleviate
the problems.
The Streaks have also suffered
the losses of Mark Sastin and
Corey Bowser. Sastin,aretuming
national qualifier and Army reservist, is leaving for the East Coast
which hurts the Streaks' experience level. The Streaks lost returning All American Bowser
because of scholasuc ineligibil-

ity.
"Losing Bowser hun because
he was a major pan of last year's
success story," Volkmann said.
The Blue Streaks travel to the
Ohio Northern Invitational this
Saturday lO compete against 33
teams. The Streaks are carrying
20 wrestlers, with two in each
weight class. The Streaks have
won the tournament e ight times in
the last nine years, including the
last two years.
''The invitational will feature
teams a little more parallel to our
level of competition," Volkmann
said. "It's an opponunity to see
younger peopfe compete agamst
people with similar levels of experience."
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